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MODERATE DEVIATIONS FOR A STOCHASTIC WAVE EQUATION
IN DIMENSION THREE
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Abstract: In this paper, we prove a central limit theorem and establish a moderate
deviation principle for a perturbed stochastic wave equation defined on r0, T s ˆ R3.
This equation is driven by a Gaussian noise, white in time and correlated in space. The
weak convergence approach plays an important role.
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1. Introduction
Since the pioneer work of Freidlin and Wentzell [15], the theory of small perturbation
large deviations for stochastic dynamics has been extensively developed, see books
[9, 10, 12]. The large deviation principle (LDP for short) for stochastic reaction-diffusion
equations driven by the space-time white noise was first obtained by Freidlin [14] and
later by Sowers [25], Chenal and Millet [5], Cerrai and Ro¨ckner [4] and other authors.
Also see [3, 24, 30] and references therein for further development.
Like large deviations, the moderate deviation problems arise in the theory of statis-
tical inference quite naturally. The moderate deviation principle (MDP for short) can
provide us with the rate of convergence and a useful method for constructing asymptotic
confidence intervals, see [13, 17] and references therein.
Results on the MDP for processes with independent increments were obtained in De
Acosta [1], Ledoux [20] and so on. The study of the MDP estimates for other processes
has been carried out as well, e.g., Gao [16] for martingales, Wu [29] for Markov processes,
Guillin and Liptser [18] for diffusion processes.
The problem of moderate deviations for stochastic partial differential equations has
been receiving much attention in very recently years, such as Wang and Zhang [28] for
stochastic reaction-diffusion equations, Wang et al. [27] for stochastic Navier-Stokes
equations, Budhiraja et al. [2] and Dong et al. [11] for stochastic systems with jumps.
Those moderate deviation results are established for the stochastic parabolic equations.
However, the hyperbolic case is much more complicated, one difficulty comes from
the more complicated stochastic integral, another one comes from the lack of good
regularity properties of the Green functions. See [6, 8] for the study of the stochastic
wave equation.
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Using the weak convergence approach in [3], Ortiz-lo´pez and Sanz-Sole´ [23] proved
a LDP for a stochastic wave equation defined on r0, T s ˆ R3, perturbed by a Gaussian
noise which is white in time and correlated in space.
In this paper, we shall study the central limit theorem and moderate deviation prin-
ciple for the stochastic wave equation in dimension 3.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give the framework
of the stochastic wave equation, and state the main results of this paper. In Section
3, we first prove some convergence results and then give the proof of the central limit
theorem. In Section 4, we prove the moderate deviation principle by using the weak
convergence method.
Throughout the paper, Cppq is a positive constant depending on the parameter p,
and C is a positive constant depending on no specific parameter (except T and the
Lipschitz constants), whose values may be different from line to line by convention.
We end this section with some notions. For any T ą 0 and D Ă R3, let Cpr0, T sˆDq
be the space of all continuous functions from r0, T s ˆ D to R, and let Cαpr0, T s ˆ Dq
be the space of all Ho¨lder continuous functions g of degree α jointly in pt, xq, with the
Ho¨lder norm
}g}α :“ sup
pt,xq‰ps,yq
|gpt, xq ´ gps, yq|
p|t ´ s| ` |x´ y|qα ,
and let
Cα,0pr0, T s ˆDq :“
!
g P Cαpr0, T s ˆDq : lim
δÑ0
Ogpδq “ 0
)
,
where Ogpδq :“ sup|t´s|`|x´y|ăδ |gpt,xq´gps,yq|p|t´s|`|x´y|qα . Then Cα,0pr0, T s ˆ Dq is a Polish space,
which is denoted by Eα.
2. Framework and the main results
2.1. Framework. Let us give the framework taken from Dalang and Sanz-Sole´ [8],
Ortiz-Lo´pez and Sanz-Sole´ [23]. Consider the following stochastic wave equation in
spatial dimension d “ 3:$’&
’%
´
B2
Bt2
´∆
¯
uεpt, xq “ ?εσ`uεpt, xq˘ 9F pt, xq ` b`uεpt, xq˘,
uεp0, xq “ ν0pxq,
B
Bt
uεp0, xq “ ν˜0pxq
(1)
for all pt, xq P r0, T s ˆ R3 (T ą 0 is a fixed constant), where ε ą 0, the coefficients
σ, b : R Ñ R are Lipschitz continuous functions, the term ∆uε denotes the Laplacian of
uε in the x-variable and the process 9F is the formal derivative of a Gaussian random
field, white in time and correlated in space. Precisely, for any d ě 1, let DpRd`1q be
the space of Schwartz test functions. F “ pF pϕq, ϕ P DpRd`1qq is a Gaussian process
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defined on some probability space with zero mean and covariance functional
EpF pϕqF pψqq “
ż
R`
ds
ż
Rd
Γpdxq
´
ϕpsq ˚ ψ˜psq
¯
pxq, (2)
where Γ is a non-negative and non-negative definite tempered measure on Rd, ψ˜psqpxq :“
ψpsqp´xq and the notation “ ˚ ” means the convolution operator. According to [7], the
process F can be extended to a martingale measure
M “  MtpAq, t ě 0, A P BbpRdq( ,
where BbpRdq denotes the collection of all bounded Borel measurable sets in Rd.
Using the tempered measure Γ above, we can define an inner product on DpRdq:
xϕ, ψyH :“
ż
Rd
Γpdxqpϕ ˚ ψ˜qpxq, @ϕ, ψ P DpRdq.
Let H be the Hilbert space obtained by the completion of DpRdq with the inner product
x¨, ¨yH, and denote by } ¨ }H the induced norm.
By Walsh’s theory of stochastic integration with respect to (w.r.t. for short) martin-
gale measures, for any t ě 0 and h P H, the stochastic integral
Btphq :“
ż t
0
ż
Rd
hpyqMpds, dyq
is well defined, and "
Bkt :“
ż t
0
ż
Rd
ekpyqMpds, dyq; k ě 1
*
defines a sequence of independent standard Wiener processes, here tekukě1 is a complete
orthonormal system of the Hilbert space H. Thus, Bt :“
ř
kě1B
k
t ek is a cylindrical
Wiener process on H. See [9] or [26].
Hypothesis (H):
(H.1) The coefficients σ and b are real Lipschitz continuous, i.e., there exists some
constant K ą 0 such that
|σpxq ´ σpyq| ď K|x´ y|, |bpxq ´ bpyq| ď K|x´ y|, @x, y P R. (3)
(H.2) The spatial covariance measure Γ is absolutely continuous with respect to the
Lebesgue measure, and the density is fpxq “ ϕpxq|x|´β , x P R3zt0u. Here the
function ϕ is bounded and positive, ϕ P C1pR3q,∇ϕ P Cδb pR3q with δ Ps0, 1s and
β Ps0, 2r.
(H.3) The initial values ν0, ν˜0 are bounded, ν0 P C2pR3q,∇ν0 is bounded, △ν0 and ν˜0
are Ho¨lder continuous with degrees γ1, γ2 Ps0, 1s, respectively.
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According to Dalang and Sanz-Sole´ [8], under hypothesis (H), Eq.(1) admits a unique
solution uε:
uεpt, xq “wpt, xq ` ?ε
ÿ
kě1
ż t
0
xGpt´ s, x´ ¨qσpuεps, ¨qq, ekp¨qyH dBks
`
ż t
0
“
Gpt´ sq ˚ bpuεps, ¨qq‰pxqds, (4)
where
wpt, xq :“
ˆ
d
dt
Gptq ˚ ν0
˙
pxq ` pGptq ˚ ν˜0q pxq,
and Gptq “ 1
4pit
σt, σt is the uniform surface measure (with total mass 4pit
2) on the
sphere of radius t. Furthermore, for any p P r2,8r,
sup
εPs0,1s
sup
pt,xqPr0,T sˆR3
E r|uεpt, xq|ps ă `8, (5)
and for any
α P I :“

0, γ1 ^ γ2 ^ 2´ β
2
^ 1` δ
2
„
, (6)
there exists C ą 0 such that for any pt, xq, ps, yq P r0, T s ˆD, it holds that
E r|uεpt, xq ´ uεps, yq|ps ď Cp|t´ s| ` |x´ y|qαp.
Consequently, almost all the sample paths of the process tuεpt, xq; pt, xq P r0, T s ˆDu
are α-Ho¨lder continuous jointly in pt, xq. See Dalang and Sanz-Sole´ [8] or Hu et al. [19]
for details.
Intuitively, as the parameter ε tends to zero, the solution uε of p4q will tend to the
solution of the deterministic equation
u0pt, xq “ wpt, xq `
ż t
0
rGpt´ sq ˚ bpu0ps, ¨qqspxqds. (7)
In this paper, we shall investigate deviations of uε from u0, as ε decreases to 0. That
is, the asymptotic behavior of the trajectories,
Zεpt, xq :“ 1?
εhpεqpu
ε ´ u0qpt, xq, pt, xq P r0, T s ˆD. (8)
(LDP) The case hpεq “ 1{?ε provides some large deviation estimates. Ortiz-Lo´pez
and Sanz-Sole´ [23] proved that the law of the solution uε satisfies a LDP, see
Theorem 2.1 below.
(CLT) If hpεq is identically equal to 1, we are in the domain of the central limit theorem
(CLT for short). We will show that puε ´ u0q{?ε converges as ε Ñ 0` to a
random field, see Theorem 2.2 below.
(MDP) To fill in the gap between the central limit theorem scale and the large devia-
tions scale, we will study moderate deviations, that is when the deviation scale
satisfies
hpεq Ñ `8 and ?εhpεq Ñ 0, as εÑ 0. (9)
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In this case, we will prove that Zε satisfies a LDP, see Theorem 2.3 below. This
special type of LDP is called the MDP for uε, see [10, Section 3.7].
Throughout this paper, we assume (9) is in place.
2.2. Main results. Let HT :“ L2pr0, T s;Hq and consider the usual L2-norm } ¨ }HT on
this space. For any h P HT , we consider the deterministic evolution equation:
V hpt, xq “ wpt, xq `
ż t
0
@
Gpt´ s, x´ ¨qσpV hps, ¨qq, hps, ¨qD
H
ds
`
ż t
0
“
Gpt´ sq ˚ bpV hps, ¨qq‰ pxqds. (10)
By [23, Theorem 2.3], Eq.(10) admits a unique solution V h “: G1phq P Eα, where G1
is the solution functional from HT to Eα. For any f P Eα, define
I1pfq “ inf
hPHT :G1phq“f
"
1
2
}h}2HT
*
, (11)
with the convention infH “ `8.
Ortiz-Lo´pez and Sanz-Sole´ [23] proved the following LDP result for uε.
Theorem 2.1 (Ortiz-Lo´pez and Sanz-Sole´ [23]). Under assumption (H), the family
tuε; ε Ps0, 1su given by (4) satisfies a large deviation principle on Eα with the speed
function ε´1 and with the good rate function I1 given by (11). More precisely,
(a) for any L ą 0, the set tf P Eα; I1pfq ď Lu is compact in Eα;
(b) for any closed subset F Ă Eα,
lim sup
εÑ0`
ε logPpuε P F q ď ´ inf
fPF
I1pfq;
(c) for any open subset G Ă Eα,
lim inf
εÑ0`
ε logPpuε P Gq ě ´ inf
fPG
I1pfq.
In this paper, we further assume the condition (D):
the function b is differentiable and its derivative b1 is also Lipschitz.
More precisely, there exists a positive constant K 1 such that
|b1pyq ´ b1pzq| ď K 1|y ´ z|, for all y, z P R. (12)
Combined with the Lipschitz continuity of b, we conclude that
|b1pzq| ď K, for all z P R. (13)
Our first main result is the following central limit theorem.
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Theorem 2.2. Under conditions (H) and (D), for any α P I and p ě 2, the random
field puε ´ u0q{?ε converges in Lp to a random field Y on Eα, determined by$’&
’%
´
B2
Bt2
´∆
¯
Y pt, xq “ σpu0pt, xqq 9F pt, xq ` b1pu0pt, xqqY pt, xq,
Y p0, xq “ 0,
B
Bt
Y p0, xq “ 0, t P r0, T s, x P R3.
(14)
For any ε ą 0, let qε :“ Y {hpεq. Then qε satisfies the following equationˆ B2
Bt2 ´∆
˙
qεpt, xq “ 1
hpεqσpu
0pt, xqq 9F pt, xq ` b1pu0pt, xqqqεpt, xq, (15)
with the same initial conditions as those of Y .
Notice that Eq.(15) is a particular case of Eq.(1) if its coefficients σ and b are allowed
to depend on pt, xq. Now, assume that the coefficients σ and b in Eq.(1) depend on pt, xq
and they are Lipschitz continuous in the third variable uniformly over pt, xq P r0, T sˆR3,
that is, σ, b : r0, T s ˆ R3 ˆ RÑ R satisfy that for all u, v P R,
sup
tPr0,T s,xPR3
p|σpt, x, uq ´ σpt, x, vq| ` |bpt, x, uq ´ bpt, x, vq|q ď K|u´ v|.
By using the same strategies in [8] and [23], we know that the wave equation under
above assumption admits a unique solution and the LDP result in Theorem 2.1 also
holds. In fact, their proofs in this generalized case are the same as that in [8] and
[23], only the notions are need to be changed. For example, see [21, 30] for other type
SPDEs.
Hence, qε obeys a LDP on Eα with the speed h
2pεq and with the good rate function
Ipgq “
"
inft1
2
}h}2HT ;Zh “ gu; if g P ImpZ ¨q;`8, otherwise, (16)
where Zh is the solution of the following deterministic evolution equation
Zhpt, xq “
ż t
0
xGpt´ s, x´ ¨qσpu0ps, ¨qq, hps, ¨qyHds
`
ż t
0
Gpt´ sq ˚ rb1pu0ps, ¨qqZhps, ¨qspxqds. (17)
Our second main result is that tpuε ´ u0q{r?εhpεqsu satisfies the same LDP with qε,
that is the following theorem.
Theorem 2.3. Under conditions (H) and (D), the family tpuε ´ u0q{r?εhpεqs; ε P
s0, 1su satisfies a large deviation principle on Eα with the speed function h2pεq and with
the good rate function I given by (16).
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3. Proof of Theorem 2.2
3.1. Convergence of solutions. For any function φ : r0, T s ˆ R3 Ñ R, let
|φ|t,8 :“ sup
 |φps, xq| : ps, xq P r0, ts ˆ R3( .
The next result is concerned with the convergence of uε as εÑ 0.
Proposition 3.1. Under pHq, for any p ě 2, there exists some positive constant
Cpp,K, T q depending on p,K, T such that
E
“|uε ´ u0|pT,8‰ ď ε p2Cpp,K, T q Ñ 0, as εÑ 0. (18)
Proof. Since for any 0 ď t ď T ,
uεpt, xq ´ u0pt, xq “
ż t
0
“
Gpt´ sq ˚ `bpuεps, ¨qq ´ bpu0ps, ¨qq˘‰ pxqds
`?ε
ÿ
kě1
ż t
0
xGpt´ s, x´ ¨qσpuεps, ¨qq, ekp¨qyHdBks
“: T ε
1
pt, xq ` T ε
2
pt, xq,
we obtain that for any p ě 2,
|uε ´ u0|pt,8 ď 2p´1
`|T ε
1
|pt,8 ` |T ε2 |pt,8
˘
. (19)
By the Ho¨lder’s inequality w.r.t the measure on r0, T s ˆR3 given by Gpt´ s, dyqds and
the Lipschitz continuity of b, we obtain that
E
“|T ε
1
|pt,8
‰
ďCpKq
ˆż t
0
ż
R3
Gpt´ s, dyqds
˙p´1
ˆ
ż t
0
E
“|uε ´ u0|ps,8‰
ˆż
R3
Gpt´ s, dyq
˙
ds
ďCpp,K, T q
ż t
0
E
“|uε ´ u0|ps,8‰ ds. (20)
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By Burkholder’s inequality, Ho¨lder’s inequality, the Lipschitz continuity of σ and (5),
we have
E
«ˇˇˇ
ˇˇÿ
kě1
ż t
0
xGpt´ s, x´ ¨qσpuεps, ¨qq, ekp¨qyHdBks
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
pff
ďCppqE
«ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż t
0
}Gpt´ s, x´ ¨qσpuεps, ¨qq}2Hds
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
p
2
ff
ďCpp,Kq
ˆż t
0
ż
R3
|FGpt´ sqpξq|2µpdξqds
˙p
2
´1
ˆ
ż t
0
«˜
1` sup
pr,zqPr0,ssˆR3
E r|uεpr, zq|ps
¸ż
R3
|FGpt´ sqpξq|2µpdξq
ff
ds
ďCpp,K, T q
ż t
0
˜
1` sup
pr,zqPr0,ssˆR3
Er|uεpr, zq|ps
¸
ds ă 8,
where (5) is used in the last inequality. The above estimate yields that
Er|T ε
2
|pT,8s ď ε
p
2Cpp,K, T q. (21)
Putting (19)-(21) together, and using the Gronwall’s inequality, we obtain the desired
inequality (18).
The proof is complete. 
3.2. The proof of CLT.
The following lemma is a consequence of the Garsia-Rodemich-Rumsey’s theorem,
see Millet and Sanz-Sole´ [22, Lemma A2].
Lemma 3.2. Let tV εpt, xq; pt, xq P r0, T s ˆ Du be a family of real-valued stochastic
processes. Assume that there exists p Ps1,8r such that
(A1). for any pt, xq P r0, T s ˆD,
lim
εÑ0
E r|V εpt, xq|ps “ 0;
(A2). there exists γ0 ą 0 such that for any pt, xq, ps, yq P r0, T s ˆD,
E r|V εpt, xq ´ V εps, yq|ps ď Cp|t´ s| ` |x´ y|qγ0`4,
where C is a positive constant independent of ε.
Then for any α Ps0, γ0{pr, r P r1, pr, we have
lim
εÑ0
E r}V ε}rαs “ 0.
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Denote Y ε :“ puε ´ u0q{?ε. We will prove that for any α P
I, p ě 2,
lim
εÑ0
E r}Y ε ´ Y }pαs “ 0. (22)
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To this end, we only need to verify (A1) and (A2) in Lemma 3.2 for V ε :“ Y ε ´ Y .
Notice that
Y εpt, xq ´ Y pt, xq
“
ÿ
kě1
ż t
0
@
Gpt ´ s, x´ ¨q `σpuεps, ¨qq ´ σpu0ps, ¨qq˘ , ekp¨qDH dBks
`
ż t
0
Gpt´ sq ˚
ˆ
bpuεps, ¨qq ´ bpu0ps, ¨qq?
ε
´ b1pu0ps, ¨qqY ps, ¨q
˙
pxqds
“:Iε
1
pt, xq ` Iε
2
pt, xq ` Iε
3
pt, xq, (23)
where
Iε
1
pt, xq :“
ÿ
kě1
ż t
0
@
Gpt ´ s, x´ ¨q `σpuεps, ¨qq ´ σpu0ps, ¨qq˘ , ekp¨qDH dBks ,
Iε
2
pt, xq :“
ż t
0
Gpt´ sq ˚
ˆ
bpuεps, ¨qq ´ bpu0ps, ¨qq?
ε
´ b1pu0ps, ¨qqY εps, ¨q
˙
pxqds,
Iε
3
pt, xq :“
ż t
0
Gpt´ sq ˚ “b1pu0ps, ¨q`Y εps, ¨q ´ Y ps, ¨q˘‰ pxqds.
Next, we shall verify (A1) and (A2) for Iεi , i “ 1, 2, 3.
Step 1. Following the similar calculation in the proof of (21) and using the Lipschitz
continuity of σ, we can deduce that for any p ě 2,
E
“|Iε
1
|pT,8
‰ ď Cpp,K, T qE “|uε ´ u0|pT,8‰ ď ε p2Cpp,K, T q, (24)
where we have used Proposition 3.1 in the last inequality.
Notice that uε “ u0 ` ?εY ε. By the mean theorem for derivatives, there exists a
random field vεpt, xq taking values in p0, 1q such that
1?
ε
“
bpuεq ´ bpu0q‰ “b1`u0 `?εvεY ε˘Y ε.
By the Lipschitz continuity of b1, we have
1?
ε
“
bpuεq ´ bpu0q‰´ b1pu0qY ε “ “b1`u0 `?εvεY ε˘´ b1pu0q‰ Y ε ď ?εK 1|Y ε|2. (25)
Hence
|Iε
2
pt, xq| ď ?εK 1
ż t
0
Gpt´ sq ˚ |Y εps, ¨q|2pxqds.
By Ho¨lder’s inequality and Proposition 3.1, we obtain that for any p ě 2,
E
“|Iε
2
|pt,8
‰
ďε p2K 1p
ˆż t
0
ż
R3
Gpt´ s, dyqds
˙p´1
ˆ
ż t
0
E
“|Y ε|2ps,8‰
ˆż
R3
Gpt´ s, dyq
˙
ds
ďε p2Cpp,K,K 1, T q. (26)
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By Ho¨lder’s inequality and (13), we deduce that for any p ě 2,
E
“|Iε
3
|pt,8
‰
ďKp
ˆż t
0
ż
R3
Gpt ´ s, dyq
˙p´1
ˆ
ż t
0
E
“|Y ε ´ Y |ps,8‰
ˆż
R3
Gpt´ s, dyq
˙
ds
ďCpp,K, T q
ż t
0
E
“|Y ε ´ Y |ps,8‰ ds. (27)
Putting (23), (24), (26) and (27) together, we have
E r|Y ε ´ Y |t,8sp ď Cpp,K,K 1, T q
ˆ
ε
p
2 `
ż t
0
E
“|Y ε ´ Y |ps,8‰ ds
˙
.
By Gronwall’s inequality, we have
E
“|Y ε ´ Y |pT,8‰ ď ε p2Cpp,K,K 1, T q Ñ 0, as εÑ 0, (28)
which, in particular, implies (A1) in Lemma 3.2.
Step 2. Notice that Y ε satisfies that
Y εpt, xq “
ÿ
kě1
ż @
Gpt ´ s, x´ ¨qσ `u0ps, ¨q ` ?εY εps, ¨q˘ , ekp¨qDH dBks
`
ż t
0
Gpt´ sq ˚ b
`
u0ps, ¨q ` ?εY εps, ¨q˘´ bpu0ps, ¨qq?
ε
pxqds. (29)
For any ε Ps0, 1s, set the mapping σ˜ε, b˜ε : r0, T s ˆ R3 ˆ R Ñ R by
σ˜εpt, x, rq :“σpu0pt, xq `
?
εrq,
b˜εpt, x, rq :“ 1?
ε
“
bpu0pt, xq ` ?εrq ´ bpu0pt, xqq‰ .
By the Lipschitz continuity of σ and b, we know that σ˜ε and b˜ε are Lipschitz continuous
in the third variable uniformly over pt, xq P r0, T s ˆ R3 and ε Ps0, 1s. Using the same
strategy of the proof for Theorem 2.3 in [23], one can obtain that for any α P I, p ą 4{α,
sup
εPs0,1s
E r|Y εpt, xq ´ Y εps, yq|ps ď Cp|t ´ s| ` |x´ y|qαp (30)
and
E r|Y pt, xq ´ Y ps, yq|ps ď Cp|t ´ s| ` |x´ y|qαp. (31)
Putting (30) and (31) together, we obtain the Ho¨lder continuity of V ε, that is for any
α P I, p ą 4{α, there exists a constant C ą 0 such that
sup
εPs0,1s
E r|pY εpt, xq ´ Y pt, xqq ´ pY εps, yq ´ Y ps, yqq|ps ď Cp|t´ s| ` |x´ y|qαp. (32)
By Lemma 3.2, (28) and (32), we obtain that for any α˜ Ps0, α ´ 4{pr, r P r1, pr,
lim
εÑ0
Er}Y ε ´ Y }rα˜s “ 0.
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By the arbitrariness of p ą 4{α, r P r1, pr, we get the desired result in Theorem 2.2 for
any α P I, p ě 2.
The proof is complete. 
4. Proof of Theorem 2.3
Let P denote the set of predictable processes belonging to L2pΩ ˆ r0, T s; Hq. For
any N ą 0, we define
HNT :“ th P HT : }h}HT ď Nu,
PNT :“ tv P P : v P HNT , a.s.u,
and we endow HNT with the weak topology of HT .
Let Zε :“ puε ´ u0q{p?εhpεqq. Then
Zεpt, xq “ 1
hpεq
ÿ
kě1
ż t
0
@
Gpt ´ s, x´ ¨qσ`u0ps, ¨q ` ?εhpεqZεps, ¨q˘, ekp¨qDH dBks
`
ż t
0
Gpt´ sq ˚
˜
b
`
u0ps, ¨q ` ?εhpεqZεps, ¨q˘´ bpu0ps, ¨qq?
εhpεq
¸
pxqds. (33)
For any ε Ps0, 1s and v P PNT , consider the controlled equation Zε,v defined by
Zε,vpt, xq
“ 1
hpεq
ÿ
kě1
ż t
0
@
Gpt ´ s, x´ ¨qσ`u0ps, ¨q ` ?εhpεqZε,vps, ¨q˘, ekp¨qDH dBks
`
ż t
0
@
Gpt´ s, x´ ¨qσ `u0ps, ¨q ` ?εhpεqZε,vps, ¨q˘ , vps, ¨qD
H
ds
`
ż t
0
Gpt ´ sq ˚
˜
b
`
u0ps, ¨q ` ?εhpεqZε,vps, ¨q˘´ bpu0ps, ¨qq?
εhpεq
¸
pxqds. (34)
Following the proof of Theorem 2.3 in [23], similarly to (29), one can prove that
Eq.(34) admits a unique solution tZε,vpt, xq; pt, xq P r0, T sˆR3u satisfying that for any
p P r2,8r,
sup
εPs0,1s
sup
vPPN
T
sup
pt,xqPr0,T sˆR3
E r|Zε,vpt, xq|ps ă 8, (35)
and there exists C ą 0 such that for pt, xq, ps, yq P r0, T s ˆD and α P I,
sup
εPs0,1s
sup
vPPN
T
E r|Zε,vpt, xq ´ Zε,vps, yq|ps ď Cp|t ´ s| ` |x´ y|qαp. (36)
Particularly, taking v ” 0, we know that for any p P r2,8r,
sup
εPs0,1s
sup
pt,xqPr0,T sˆR3
E r|Zεpt, xq|ps ă 8, (37)
and
sup
εPs0,1s
E r|Zεpt, xq ´ Zεps, yq|ps ď Cp|t´ s| ` |x´ y|qαp. (38)
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Recall Zh defined in Eq.(17). Consider the following conditions:
(a) For any family tvε; ε ą 0u Ă PNT which converges in distribution as ε Ñ 0 to
v P PNT , as HNT -valued random variables,
lim
εÑ0
Zε,v
ε “ Zv in distribution,
as Eα-valued random variables, where Z
v denotes the solution of Eq.(17) corre-
sponding to the HNT -valued random variable v (instead of a deterministic func-
tion h);
(b) The set tZh; h P HNT u is a compact set of Eα, where Zh is the solution of Eq.(17).
The proof of Theorem 2.3. Applying [3, Theorem 6] to the solution functional Gε :
Cpr0, T s;R8q Ñ Eα : Gεp
?
εBq :“ Zε, the solution of Eq.(33), and the solution func-
tional G0 : HT Ñ Eα, G0phq :“ Zh, the solution of Eq.(17), conditions (a) and (b)
above imply the MDP result in Theorem 2.3. The verification of condition (a) will be
given in Proposition 4.1. Since HNT is compact in the weak topology of H, condition
(b) follows from the continuity of the mapping HNT Q hÑ Zh P Eα which will be proved
in Proposition 4.2. The proof is complete. 
Proposition 4.1. Under conditions (H) and (D), for any family tvε; ε ą 0u Ă PNT
which converges in distribution as εÑ 0 to v P PNT , as HNT -valued random variables, it
holds that
lim
εÑ0
Zε,v
ε “ Zv, in distribution,
as Eα-valued random variables.
Proof. By the Skorokhod representation theorem, there exist a probability space pΩ¯, F¯ , pF¯tq, P¯q,
and, on this basis, a sequence of independent Brownian motions B¯ “ pB¯kqkě1 and also
a family of F¯t-predictable processes tv¯ε; ε ą 0u, v¯ taking values on HNT , P¯-a.s., such
that the joint law of pvε, v, Bq under P coincides with that of pv¯ε, v¯, B¯q under P¯ and
lim
εÑ0
xv¯ε ´ v¯, gyHT “ 0, @g P HT , P¯-a.s.. (39)
Let Z¯ε,v¯
ε
be the solution to a similar equation as (34) replacing v by v¯ε and B by B¯,
and let Z¯ v¯ be the solution of Eq.(17) corresponding to the HNT -valued random variable
v¯ (instead of a deterministic function h).
Now, we shall prove that for any p ě 2, α P I,
lim
εÑ0
E¯
“}Z¯ε,v¯ε ´ Z¯ v¯}pα‰ “ 0, (40)
which implies the validity of Proposition 4.1. Here the expectation in (40) refers to the
probability P¯ .
From now on, we drop the bars in the notation for the sake of simplicity, and we
denote
Xε,v
ε,v :“ Zε,vε ´ Zv.
By (35) and (37), we know that for any p ě 2,
sup
εPs0,1s
sup
vPHN
T
sup
pt,xqPr0,T sˆR3
E
“|Xε,vε,vpt, xq|p‰ ă 8.
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According to Lemma 3.2, to prove (40), it is sufficient to prove that for any pt, xq, ps, yq P
r0, T s ˆD and p ě 2, the following conditions hold:
(1) Pointwise convergence:
lim
εÑ0
E
“|Xε,vε,vpt, xq|p‰ “ 0. (41)
(2) Estimation of the increments: there exists a positive constant C satisfied that
sup
εPs0,1s
E
“ˇˇ
Xε,v
ε,vpt, xq ´Xε,vε,vps, yqˇˇp‰ ď Cp|t´ s| ` |x´ y|qαp. (42)
By (36) and (38), it is easy to obtain (42). Now, it remains to prove (41).
Notice that for any pt, xq P r0, T s ˆ R3,
Zε,v
εpt, xq ´ Zvpt, xq
“ 1
hpεq
ÿ
kě1
ż t
0
@
Gpt´ s, x´ ¨qσ`u0ps, ¨q ` ?εhpεqZε,vεps, ¨q˘, ekp¨qDH dBks
`
#ż t
0
@
Gpt´ s, x´ ¨qσ`u0ps, ¨q ` ?εhpεqZε,vεps, ¨q˘, vεps, ¨qD
H
ds
´
ż t
0
@
Gpt´ s, x´ ¨qσ`u0ps, ¨q˘, vps, ¨qD
H
ds
+
`
#ż t
0
Gpt ´ sq ˚
«
b
`
u0ps, ¨q ` ?εhpεqZε,vεps, ¨q˘´ bpu0ps, ¨qq?
εhpεq
ff
pxqds
´
ż t
0
 
Gpt´ sq ˚ “b1pu0ps, ¨qqZvps, ¨q‰ pxq( ds
+
“:Aε
1
pt, xq ` Aε
2
pt, xq ` Aε
3
pt, xq. (43)
Step 1. For the first term Aε
1
pt, xq, noticing that u0 is bounded, by Burkholder’s
inequality, Ho¨lder’s inequality and the linear growth property of σ, we have
sup
pt,xqPr0,T sˆR3
E r|Aε
1
pt, xq|ps
ď 1
hppεq suppt,xqPr0,T sˆR3
E
ˆż t
0
››Gpt´ s, x´ ¨qσ`u0ps, ¨q ` ?εhpεqZε,vεps, ¨q˘››2
H
ds
˙ p
2
ďCpp, u
0, Kq
hppεq
ˆż t
0
ż
R3
|FGpt´ sqpξq|2µpdξqds
˙p
2
´1
ˆ
ż t
0
˜
1` sup
pr,zqPr0,ssˆR3
E
“|Zε,vεpr, zq|p‰
¸ ż
R3
|FGpt´ sqpξq|2µpdξqds
ďCpp, u
0, K, T q
hppεq , (44)
where (35) is used in the last inequality.
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Step 2. The second term is further divided into two terms:
Aε
2
pt, xq “
ż t
0
@
Gpt´ s, x´ ¨q “σ`u0ps, ¨q ` ?εhpεqZε,vεps, ¨q˘´ σpu0ps, ¨qq‰ , vεps, ¨qD
H
ds
`
ż t
0
@
Gpt ´ s, x´ ¨qσpu0ps, ¨qq, vεps, ¨q ´ vps, ¨qD
H
ds
“:Aε
2,1pt, xq ` Aε2,2pt, xq. (45)
By Cauchy-Schwarz’s inequality, Ho¨lder’s inequality, the Lipschitz continuity of σ
and the fact that vε P PNT , we obtain that
sup
pt,xqPr0,T sˆR3
Er|Aε
2,1pt, xq|ps
ďε p2hppεqKp sup
pt,xqPr0,T sˆR3
E
«ˆż t
0
››Gpt ´ s, x´ ¨qZε,vεps, ¨q››2
H
ds
˙ p
2
¨
ˆż t
0
}vεps, ¨q}2Hds
˙ p
2
ff
ďε p2hppεqNpKp
ˆż t
0
ż
R3
|FGpt´ sqpξq|2µpdξqds
˙p
2
´1
ˆ
ż t
0
˜
sup
pr,zqPr0,ssˆR3
E
“|Zε,vεpr, zq|p‰
¸ż
R3
|FGpt´ sqpξq|2µpdξqds
ďε p2hppεqCpN, p,K, T q, (46)
where (35) is also used in the last inequality.
Next, we will show that
lim
εÑ0
sup
pt,xqPr0,T sˆR3
E
“ˇˇ
Aε
2,2pt, xq
ˇˇp‰ “ 0. (47)
By Ho¨lder’s inequality with respect to the measure on R3 given by |FGpt´sqpξq|2µpdξq,
we obtain that for any pt, xq P r0, T s ˆ R3,
ż t
0
}Gpt´ s, x´ ¨qσpu0ps, ¨qq}2Hds
ďC
ż t
0
ds
ˆż
R3
|FGpt´ sqpξq|2µpdξq
˙
ˆ
˜
1` sup
ps,yqPr0,T sˆR3
|u0ps, yq|2
¸
ă`8.
This implies that for any pt, xq P r0, T sˆR3, the function tGpt´s, x´yqσpu0ps, yqq; ps, yq P
r0, T s ˆ R3u takes its values in HT . Since vε Ñ v weakly in HNT , we know that
lim
εÑ0
Aε
2,2pt, xq “ 0, a.s.. (48)
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By Cauchy-Schwarz’s inequality on the Hilbert space HT and the facts that }vε}HT ď
N, }v}HT ď N , we obtain that
|Aε
2,2pt, xq| ď
ˆż t
0
}Gpt´ s, x´ ¨qσpu0ps, ¨qq}2Hds
˙ 1
2
¨
ˆż t
0
}vεps, ¨q ´ vps, ¨q}2Hds
˙ 1
2
ďCpN, T q
ˆż t
0
}Gpt´ s, x´ ¨qσpu0ps, ¨qq}2Hds
˙ 1
2
ďCpN,K, T q ă `8, (49)
here CpN,K, T q is independent of pε, t, xq. By the Ho¨lder regularity of the path-wise
integral ż t
0
@
Gpt´ s, x´ ¨qσpu0ps, ¨qq, vεps, ¨q ´ vps, ¨qD
H
ds,
(see [23, Section 2]), we know that a.s., tAε
2,2pt, xq, pt, xq P r0, T s ˆ Du has Ho¨lder
continuous sample paths of degree α P I jointly in pt, xq, and
sup
εPs0,1s
}Aε
2,2}α ă 8, a.s..
This, in particular, implies that tAε
2,2pt, xq; pt, xq P r0, T s ˆDu is equicontinuous. By
the arbitrariness of D Ă R3, we known that tAε
2,2pt, xq; pt, xq P r0, T s ˆ R3u is equiv-
continuous. Thus, by (48), (49) and Arzela`-Ascoli Theorem, we know that Aε
2,2 con-
verges to 0 in the space Cpr0, T s ˆ R3;Rq, a.s. as εÑ 0. This implies that
lim
εÑ0
sup
pt,xqPr0,T sˆR3
|Aε
2,2pt, xq| “ 0, a.s.. (50)
By the dominated convergence theorem, (49) and (50), we obtain that
lim
εÑ0
E
«
sup
pt,xqPr0,T sˆR3
|Aε
2,2pt, xq|p
ff
“ 0,
which is stronger than (47).
Step 3. For the third term Aε
3
, using the same argument in the proof of (25), we
have
|Aε
3
pt, xq|
ď
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ż t
0
#
Gpt´ sq ˚
«
b
`
u0ps, ¨q ` ?εhpεqZε,vεps, ¨q˘´ bpu0ps, ¨qq?
εhpεq ´ b
1pu0ps, ¨qqZε,vεps, ¨q
ff
pxq
+
ds
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
`
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ż t
0
 
Gpt´ sq ˚ “b1pu0ps, ¨qq`Zε,vεps, ¨q ´ Zvps, ¨q˘‰ pxq( ds
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
ďCpK 1q?εhpεq
ż t
0
Gpt ´ sq ˚ ˇˇZε,vεps, ¨qˇˇ2 pxqds
` CpKq
ż t
0
Gpt ´ sq ˚ ˇˇZε,vεps, ¨q ´ Zvps, ¨qˇˇ pxqds.
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By Ho¨lder’s inequality with respect to the Lebesgue measure on r0, ts ˆR3 and (35),
we have
sup
pt,xqPr0,T sˆR3
E r|Aε
3
pt, xq|ps
ďε p2hppεqCpp,K 1q sup
pt,xqPr0,T sˆR3
ˆż t
0
ż
R3
Gpt´ s, x´ yqdsdy
˙p´1
ˆ
ż t
0
ż
R3
Gpt´ s, x´ yq sup
pr,zqPr0,ssˆR3
E
”ˇˇ
Zε,v
εpr, zqˇˇ2pı dsdy
` Cpp,Kq sup
pt,xqPr0,T sˆR3
ˆż t
0
ż
R3
Gpt ´ s, x´ yqdsdy
˙p´1
ˆ
ż t
0
ż
R3
Gpt´ s, x´ yq sup
pr,zqPr0,ssˆR3
E
“ˇˇ
Zε,v
εpr, zq ´ Zvpr, zqˇˇp‰ dsdy
ďε p2hppεqCpp,K 1, T q ` Cpp,K, T q
ż t
0
sup
pr,zqPr0,ssˆR3
E
“ˇˇ
Xε,v
ε,vpr, zqˇˇp‰ ds. (51)
Putting (43), (44), (46), (50) and (51) together, we have
sup
ps,xqPr0,tsˆR3
E
“|Xε,vε,vps, xq|p‰
ďCpN, p, u0, K,K 1, T q
˜
h´ppεq ` ε p2hppεq ` sup
ps,xqPr0,tsˆR3
E
“|Aε
2,2ps, xq|p
‰
`
ż t
0
sup
pr,zqPr0,ssˆR3
E
“ˇˇ
Xε,v
ε,vpr, zqˇˇp‰ ds
¸
.
By Gronwall’s inequality and (47), we obtain that
sup
ps,xqPr0,T sˆR3
E
“|Xε,vε,vps, xq|p‰
ďCpN, p, u0, K,K 1, T q
˜
h´ppεq ` ε p2hppεq ` sup
ps,xqPr0,tsˆR3
E
“|Aε
2,2ps, xq|p
‰¸
ÝÑ 0, as εÑ 0.
The proof is complete. 
Proposition 4.2. Under conditions (H) and (D), for any α P I, the mapping HNT Q
hÑ Zh P Eα is continuous with respect to the weak topology.
Proof. Let th, phnqně1u Ă HNT such that for any g P HT ,
lim
nÑ8
xhn ´ h, gyHT “ 0.
We need to prove that
lim
nÑ8
}Zhn ´ Zh}α “ 0. (52)
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Applying the deterministic version of Lemma 3.2 to Zhn and Zh, the proof of (52) can
be divided into two steps :
(1) Pointwise convergence : for any pt, xq P r0, T s ˆD,
lim
nÑ8
ˇˇ
Zhnpt, xq ´ Zhpt, xqˇˇ “ 0. (53)
(2) Estimation of the increments : for any pt, xq, ps, yq P r0, T s ˆD, α P I,
sup
ně1
ˇˇpZhnpt, xq ´ Zhpt, xqq ´ pZhnps, yq ´ Zhps, yqqˇˇ
ďC p|t ´ s| ` |x´ y|qα . (54)
By using the similar (but more easier) strategy in the proof of [23, Theorem 2.3], one
can prove that the solution Zh of (17) satisfies that for any α P I, there exists C ą 0
such that for any pt, xq, ps, yq P r0, T s ˆD,
sup
hPHN
T
|Zhpt, xq ´ Zhps, yq| ď Cp|t´ s| ` |x´ y|qα. (55)
Thus, (54) holds. Next, it remains to prove (53).
Notice that for any pt, xq P r0, T s ˆ R3,
Zhnpt, xq ´ Zhpt, xq
“
ż t
0
@
Gpt´ s, x´ ¨qσpu0ps, ¨qq, hnps, ¨q ´ hps, ¨q
D
H
ds
`
ż t
0
Gpt´ sq ˚  b1pu0ps, ¨qq “Zhnps, ¨q ´ Zhps, ¨q‰( pxqds
“:In
1
pt, xq ` In
2
pt, xq. (56)
Using the similar arguments as in the proof (50), we can obtain that
lim
nÑ8
sup
pt,xqPr0,T sˆR3
|In
1
pt, xq| “ 0. (57)
Set ζnptq :“ supps,xqPr0,tsˆR3 |Zhnps, xq ´ Zhps, xq|. By (13), we have
|I2pt, xq| ď
ż t
0
ż
R3
Gpt´ s, x´ yq ˇˇb1pu0ps, yqq “Zhnps, yq ´ Zhps, yq‰ˇˇ dsdy
ďK
ż t
0
ż
R3
Gpt ´ s, x´ yq sup
pu,zqPr0,ssˆR3
ˇˇ
Zhnpu, zq ´ Zhpu, zqˇˇ dsdy
ďCpK, T q
ż t
0
ζnpsqds. (58)
By (56) and (58), we have
ζnptq ď CpK, T q
ż t
0
ζnpsqds` sup
pt,xqPr0,T sˆR3
|In
1
pt, xq|.
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Hence, by Gronwall’s lemma and (57), we obtain that
ζnpT q ď eCpK,T qT sup
pt,xqPr0,T sˆR3
|In
1
pt, xq| ÝÑ 0, as nÑ 8.
The proof is complete. 
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